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Abstract. Semantic Web policies are general statements defining the
behavior of a system that acts on behalf of real users. These policies have
various applications ranging from dynamic agent control to advanced
access control policies. Although policies attracted a lot of research efforts
in recent years, suitable representation and reasoning facilities allowing
for reactive policies are not likewise developed. In this paper, we describe
the concept of reactive Semantic Web policies. Reactive policies allow
for the definition of events and actions, that is, they allow to define
reactive behavior of a system acting on the Semantic Web. A reactive
policy makes use of the tremendous amount of knowledge available on
the Semantic Web in order to guide system behaviour while at the same
time ensuring trusted and policy-compliant communication. We present
a formal framework for expressing and enforcing such reactive policies
in combination with advanced trust establishing techniques featuring an
interplay between reactivity and agent negotiation. Finally, we explain
how our approach was applied in a prototype which allows to define
and enforce reactive Semantic Web policies on the Social Network and
communication tool Skype.

1

Introduction

Semantic Web policies [11, 30] attracted a lot of research effort in the last years.
Typically, policies are declarative behaviour descriptions used in the upper-most
levels in the Semantic Web layer cake, thus establishing trust and enforcing
privacy settings among Semantic Web systems. Current Semantic Web policy
languages allow to define conditions that must be fulfilled by a peer in order to
be allowed to perform a certain action on a system. These languages are based
on the assumption, that certain actions (e.g., access to an RDF store [1] or to
copy Web content [28]) are only allowed if certain conditions are fulfilled. In this
paper, we extend this model to so-called reactive policies, which—in contrast
to the current Semantic Web policies—allow to define (1) events triggering the
evaluation of conditions and (2) actions which are taken as reactions for such
an evaluation. Reactive policies make it possible to declaratively define what
are the reactions to a specific situation or event within one single language.
?
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This way, reactive policies reflect the dynamics of the Semantic Web: updates
in the knowledge stored on some Semantic Web peer are turned into reactions
in the real world, thus closing the gap between knowledge and behaviour on the
Semantic Web while at the same time ensuring trusted and policy-compliant
communication.
Making privacy decisions and establishing trust among systems or agents
that do not know each other beforehand is a difficult task. One of the most
prominent ways to address this challenge is policy-based trust negotiation [33],
a protocol to exchange evidences (typically digitally signed credentials) and policies to mutually establish trust among strangers.
In this paper, we present a policy language to define declarative, exact, and
detailed behaviour description of Semantic Web systems with Event-ConditionAction rules (ECA rules [32]). Our framework combines ideas from reactive
languages on the Semantic Web [5] with advanced policy reasoning and trust
negotiations such that reactivity is based on secure evidences. To achieve this,
we formally define a policy language that features an extension to the formal
trust negotiation process [13, 12] based on an interplay between negotiations and
reactive rule evaluation.
In our language, policies have the form ON Event IF Condition DO Action
and are interpreted according to the standard ECA semantics: in case Event
occurs and, at the same time, Condition is evaluated to true, the action Action
is performed. Events are any kind of change in the environment that is propagated by exploiting the infrastructure of the internet; examples are “a flight is
rescheduled”, “an auction will end in 10 minutes”, or “a money transaction is
completed”. Conditions, on the one hand, make use of the mass of information
exposed on the Semantic Web such as “is the requester listed in my FOAF4
profile?” and, on the other hand, they allow for security checks that may, for
example, only be carried out by a trust negotiation, such as “is the flight change
notification coming from an authorized peer belonging to the airline?” or “is
the requester a citizen of the city Hannover?” (to prove those attributes, the
exchange of signed credentials is required). Finally, the actions will turn the
Semantic Web knowledge into real world changes such as “rebook the flight according to my preferences”, “redirect the call to my mobile phone”, or “dispatch
the goods”.5 It is worth noting that the requirement for reactive Semantic Web
Policies, based on reactive rules, has already been sketched in several publications [12, 11, 3, 21], however, a unified language that combines reactive behaviour
control with advanced trust establishing techniques was not given until now.
In summary, the framework for reactive Semantic Web policies presented in
this paper has the following features:
– a declarative policy language for reactive policies with well-defined semantics
– seamless integration of Semantic Web sources into the reasoning process
– support for trust negotiations
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FOAF=Friend of a Friend, www.foaf-project.org
We refer the reader to [4] where more examples are given for the use of reactive
policies on the Semantic Web.

ON callArrives(Time, Call, Caller)
(1)

IF isStudent(Caller),
isWednesdayMorning(Time)
DO letThrough(Call).

isStudent(Person) ←credential(Person, Credential),
0

0

Credential.issuer = uni − hannover ,
0

(2)

0

Credential.type = studentid .
allow(letThrough(Call)).
callArrives(X, Y, Z) ⇐callArrivesOnSkype(X, Y, Z).

(3)
(4)

letThrough(Call) →showNotification(Call),
activateHeadSet(),

(5)

passToSkype(Call).

Fig. 1. An example policy accepting student’s calls on Wednesday morning.

– support for strong and lightweight evidences
We further illustrate how the presented framework can be used in social systems
and describe its use in our application SPoX [22] where reactive policies are
enforced for the Social Network and communication tool Skype.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section
we will first provide an overview of our policy framework and the principle of
trust negotiation. Then, the syntax and the semantics of our policy language
is provided. In Section 3 we describe how we used our approach to implement
reactive policy control for Skype. In Section 4 we compare our approach to
related work and we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2

A framework for reactive policies

Before we formally define the language and the negotiation protocol, we present
an informal description of the procedure illustrating the basic principles of our
approach.
An example policy is given in Figure 1 where it is stated that phone calls
from students are automatically accepted on Wednesday morning. If a call comes
in, in order to let Rule (1) apply, the predicate isStudent( ) has to be proven
which requires the predicate credential( , ) to be true. The intuition behind
this predicate is, that it is true if the peer given in the first argument provided
a credential (which will then be bound to the second argument). In such a
case, the fact credential(peer, cred) would be added to the state of the system.
Typically, in an initial state, when a call comes in, credential( , ) is not true.

Thus, the policy owner will initiate a request back for a credential. The goal
of the procedure is to make credential( , ) true, i.e., adding it as a fact to the
state. The reply to the initiator of the call comprises two parts: the request
for proving isStudent( ) and the policy itself that tells the other peer how to
prove isStudent( ). The idea behind this reply is that the policy owner asks the
caller about evidences which help to prove isStudent( ). From the policy that
is sent along with the response, the caller learns that a student credential is
required. If possible, the caller sends back the credential and the negotiation is
successful. Of course, the credential itself can be again protected by a policy (e.g.,
the calling peer may disclose a student credential only to university employees)
which would lead to a request back forming a multi-step negotiation. Finally,
if the negotiation is successful and it is Wednesday morning, the action part of
Rule (1) can be executed. The execution of actions has to undergo a policy check
again (automated re-actions have to be checked to ensure execution safety, as
discussed later in the paper) so for each action a that is going to be executed,
the predicate allow(a) has to be proven. In our example, accepting the call is
always allowed (see empty body in Rule (3)).
2.1

Evidences and filtered policies

Due to space limitations, we do not detail the negotiation model here and remain
with the example given above. We only recall two important principles presented
in [13, 12] which we adopt for our framework.
Strong and lightweight evidences. Evidences for properties provided by a
peer in order allow another peer’s decision may be strongly certified by cryptographic techniques, or may be reliable to some intermediate degree with lightweight
evidence gathering and validation [11]. Our framework supports both, strong evidences and lightweight evidences. Examples for strong evidences are digitally
signed credentials (such as the student ID in Figure 1). Lightweight evidences
include so-called declarations, such as the signing of a license agreement or provision of a user name and password.
Policy filtering. As described in the example above, a request for evidences
from another peer comprises the policies whose evaluation requires those evidences. This is needed in order to provide the peer receiving the request with
reasons why the request is sent (otherwise a calling student would not be able
to understand the benefit of providing her student credential). Another reason
is that the policies implicitly contain all possible options (e.g., sets of credentials
to disclose) to fulfill them. However, policies are sensitive resources and it may
be necessary to hide parts of them [12] (see for example Policy (6) in Section 3:
since the password itself is part of the policy, sending a non-filtered policy would
unintentionally disclose the password). Moreover, not all parts of the policies are
important for the receiver of a request which is another motivation for filtering.
The policy filtering mechanism and how the filtered policy is used to select a
“promising” set of credentials from a portfolio are not included in this paper:
we refer to reader to [12] where this principle is described in detail.

2.2

Using external semantic data

Policy decisions may not only depend on credentials that are provided or not, but
also on other sources such as if someone is a friend in a FOAF profile (see [23] for
more examples) or if it is Wednesday morning (see Figure 1). For this, we support
a specific predicate called in-predicate that allows calls to external methods to
be integrated into the policy evaluation process. With this predicate, ground
facts do not have to be present explicitly but can be retrieved on demand from
external sources during the reasoning process. In the present work we use this
feature to incorporate social data from the (Semantic) Web into the reasoning
process as it was presented in [23]. For the in-predicate we adopt the syntax
introduced in [29].
2.3

Syntax

In the following, we define the Syntax of our policy language. It is composed of
three different types of rules: the reactive rules in ECA form (Rule (1) in Figure 1), definition rules to define complex events (Rule (4)) and complex actions
(Rule (5)), and implication rules (Rules (2) and (3)) which form the declarative
part of the policy and are processed like normal logic programming rules.
A policy P is a set of definition rules, reactive rules and inference rules. A
definition rule is either an event definition or an action definition. Let Ea , Ec
(atomic and complex events, resp.), Aa , Ac (atomic and complex actions, resp.)
be sets of atoms and let ea ,ec ,aa ,ac be respective elements of those sets.
The set of events E over Ea and Ec is the set of atoms e of the form e ::=
ea | e1 5 e2 | ec where e1 , e2 are arbitrary elements of E. Given e ∈ E, an event
definition is any expression of the form “ec ⇐ e.”.
A set of actions A over Aa and Ac is the set of atoms of the form a ::=
aa | a1 , a2 | ac where a1 , a2 are arbitrary elements of A. Given a ∈ A, an action
definition is any expression of the form “ac → a.”. 6
Let Cond be a set of atoms. A reactive rule r is any rule of the form “ON e
IF c1 , . . . , cm , not cm+1 , . . . , not cn DO a.” with c1 , . . . , cn ∈ Cond.
An implication rule is of the form “head ← c1 , . . . , cm , not cm+1 , . . . , not cn .”
with head ::= c0 | allow(a) and ci (0 ≤ i ≤ n) ∈ Cond, a ∈ Aa ∪ Ac .
State predicates. A distinguished subset of predicates, called state predicates, may change their extension dynamically (as a consequence of message
exchanges, updates, etc.). State predicates comprise credential, declaration,
the in predicate (see Section 2.2), as well as predicates that define the attributes
of compound objects like credentials and declarations (like the attribute issuer
of a credential in Rule (2)). Conceptually, in the logical model, state predicates
are defined by sets of ground facts, while their actual implementation may be ad
6

It is worth mentioning that our approach can easily be extended to allow more
complex action constructs, e.g., following the ideas presented in [8]. We leave such
directions for future work.

hoc or cast into the system on evaluation time. For simplicity, we assume that
policy rules do not change during negotiations. On the contrary, the dynamics
of the system is reflected in the state predicates whose validity may change.
In contrast to traditional non-reactive trust negotiation approaches, in the
presented framework, peer interactions are triggered by a variety of events instead of requests only. For example, in the model in [13, 12] the value of the
meta-term peer is in general clearly identified by the requester in the negotiation’s context. Since in our approach, sources for policy evaluations may not
only be requests with a single requester peer, we use binary state predicates
for representing credentials and declarations, where the first argument explicitly mentions the peer in charge of providing missing evidence and the second
argument denotes the evidence itself. For example a peer may try to make a
condition credential(p, c) true by asking peer p for the credential c. Accordingly,
we will call peer variable of a rule r any variable occurring as the first argument
of credential or declaration in r’s body.
Although our language implements negation as failure in general, negation of
provisional predicates is prohibited. Provisional predicates are state predicates
that are proven by another peer—typically declarations or credentials. As it has
been stated in [12], this restriction ensures that policies are monotonic, that is, as
more credentials are released the set of permissions does not decrease. Moreover,
the restriction on negation makes the implication rules build a stratified program;
therefore negation as failure has a clear, PTIME computable semantics that can
be equivalently formulated as the perfect model semantics, the well-founded
semantics or the stable model semantics [6].
2.4

Semantics

We will first give a procedural description of the policy evaluation process. Subsequently, we will detail this description by a formal definition of the semantics.
Procedurally, the evaluation of a reactive policy happens as follows:
1. If an event occurs, the event expressions of all reactive rules are evaluated to
determine if the event expression matches the event happened. All reactive
rules whose event part applies are called pending.
2. For all pending reactive rules r all evidences from the condition part are
collected that are not known from the current state but can be proven by
other peers (for example, the evidence stating that the origin of a signal is
a student and thus can provide a student ID credential).
3. Those requests together with the corresponding filtered policy are sent to the
parties defined in the evidence’s peer variable and thus initiate a negotiation.
4. If the condition of r is not true but there are remaining evidences which can
be proven by other peers, the negotiation goes on.
5. If the condition of r evaluates to true, its variable results are bound to
the action part, it is checked if the action execution is authorized (i.e.,
allow(action) is true) and the actions in question are executed.

Events. An event triggers the evaluation of a rule if it matches the rule’s event
part as follows:
Definition 1 An event expression e is true for a given atomic event eA and a
reactive policy P , denoted e `P eA , if one of the following conditions is true
1. e is an atomic event and there is a substitution σ such that eσ = eA
2. e is an event expression of the form e1 5 e2 and there is a substitution σ
such that e1 σ `P eA ∨ e2 σ `P eA (disjunctive connection of events)
3. there is a substitution σ, an event definition ec ⇐ edef . ∈ P , and ec σ = e as
well as e `P edef holds.
We want to note here that this rather simple event algebra can be easily extended
by more complex algebras (for example [18]). We leave further extensions in that
direction for future work.
Condition evaluation. In the following we define what satisfies a condition
part of a reactive rule and which message exchanges and negotiations are needed.
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of Logic Programming,
including SLD-derivations and mgu (most general unifier) [6].
Definition 2 [State atom, context, support] A state atom (resp. state literal ) is
an atom (resp. literal) whose predicate is a state predicate. A context is a set of
ground state atoms. (Note that a context is a Herbrand model containing only
state atoms.) A support of a goal G from a set of implication rules P is a goal Gn
containing state literals only and occurring as the last step in a complete, finite
SLD-derivation G, G1 , G2 , . . . , Gn . With a slight abuse of notation, goals will be
identified with the set of literals constituting the goal (instead of a sequence of
literals).
We will use contexts to express the set of facts that are true for the current
state of the negotiation. Supports will be used to denote the set of predicates
that are collected from the policy and that are not true (yet). Those predicates are candidates for requests to other peers in order to collect evidences to
prove the initial goal. For example, if a student Alice calls the peer from our
running example on a Wednesday 11AM, the peer’s context contains the fact
isW ednesdayM orning(0 11AM 0 ), the support for the goal isStudent(alice) contains credential(alice, Credential). As soon as Alice provides a credential c, the
fact credential(alice, c) will be added to the context.
Note that a support is not necessarily a context because, in general, a support
is not ground but may still contain unbound variables. Roughly speaking, the
support of a goal is the set of literals that are to be verified in order to prove
the goal. A goal can only be verified, if the literals in its support hold in the
context. Hence, starting from the support of G, the problem of deriving G from
the context is reduced to pattern matching against the current context. This is
formalized by the following lemma describing the validity of a goal G given a
policy and a context.

Lemma 1. Let P be a set of implication rules of a policy and let C be a context.
Then P ∪ C |= G iff there exists a support S of G from P and a substitution σ
such that Sσ ⊆ C.
Resulting Actions. Now, since we expressed what satifies the event part and
the condition part of a reactive rule, we define our language’s semantics by
stating which actions are executed and which messages are exchanged given a
certain policy, a local state, and a history of events and exchanged messages.
The formal framework consists of the following components:
– a (global) history (of message/signal exchanges) H;
– a mapping Pol associating each peer p to a policy Pol (p);
– a mapping Ctx that for each peer p and time t returns a context Ctx (p, t)
(called the negotiation state);
– a multiset of pending rules Pending(p, t) for each peer p and time point t;
– a set of executed actions Exe(p, t) for each peer p and time point t.
The history H is a finite set of messages hp1 , p2 , M, ti, where p1 is the sender,
p2 is the recipient, M is the message content, and t ∈ N represents a time point.
Beyond the agents potentially participating in negotiations, the set of peers
also comprises some special peers called environmental peers that represent the
system and the environment in which the system is situated. Environmental
peers account for signals: events that are not requests or disclosures generated
by an agent in the system. Examples for signals are notifications about environmental changes, updates in an RDF document, an arriving call, or the change
of the on line status of a peer. The set of possible messages comprises:
– signals where M is a ground event and p1 is an environmental peer;
– requests where M = hG, FilteredPol i; intuitively, p1 asks p2 for evidence that
can help in proving G from the filtered Policy FilteredPol ;
– disclosures where M is a context consisting of a logical description of a set
of credentials and declarations.
The system behavior is constrained as follows:
Pending and executing rules. At any time, a signal may activate a reactive rule
thus making the rule pending; i.e., its condition part needs to be evaluated as a
goal against the set of implication rules (see Lemma 1). This has several effects,
including the start of a negotiation. Formally, for all signals hp1 , p2 , e, ti ∈ H
(where e is an event) and for all pending rules R = (ON e0 IF G DO a) in Pol (p2 )
such that e `Pol(p2 ) eA and mgu(eA , e0 ) = σ, if Gσ has at least one support from
Pol (p2 ) then it holds that:
– p2 has to request for evidences that are to be provided by other peers.
Or, more formally, there have to be requests for all peers p3 occurring
in some support of Gσ from Pol (p2 ). Further, H must contain a request
hp2 , p3 , hGσ, FilteredPol i, t0 i (with t0 < t), where FilteredPol is a filtering of
Pol (p2 ) satisfying the faithfulness condition below. To identify correctly the

recipients p3 , the first argument of all credential and declaration atoms
must be ground in all supports (guaranteed by the call-safeness conditions
discussed later in the paper)
– the set of pending rules is cumulative, that is Pending(p2 , t) := Pending(p2 , t−
1) ] {Rσ} for all R that are pending at time t.7
If Gσ does not have any support, that is, if the condition part of R is not fulfilled,
then the event e does not cause the execution of the pending rule R.
Faithfulness. Filtered policies always correctly approximate the real policy in
the following sense: for all requests hp1 , p2 , hG, FilteredPol i, ti ∈ H, and for all
contexts C, it holds that
FilteredPol ∪ C |= G implies Pol (p1 ) ∪ C |= G .
Note that the converse is not required to hold: not all conclusions that are valid
in Pol (p1 ) ∪ C also hold in the filtered version FilteredPol ∪ C. This is due to the
fact that policy filtering may remove relevant information from Pol (p1 ) during
filtering either for confidentiality or efficiency (see Section 2.1).
Disclosure Safety. Each disclosure during a negotiation process must be authorized by the local policy. Formally, for all hp1 , p2 , C, ti ∈ H (where C is a context),
and for all atoms P (p1 , e) ∈ C where P ∈ {credential, declaration},
Pol (p1 ) ∪ Ctx (p1 , t) |= allow (release(e)) .
Relevance. No evidence should be disclosed without need, that is, all disclosed
evidence should be relevant to some previous request. Our notion of relevance is
justified by Lemma 1: since all the proofs of a goal G depend on some support,
we require all disclosed evidence to occur in some of those supports. Formally,
for all disclosures hp1 , p2 , C, ti ∈ H (where C is a context), and for all atoms
P (p1 , e) ∈ C where P ∈ {credential, declaration}, there exists a time point
t0 < t and a request hp2 , p1 , hG, FilteredPol i, t0 i ∈ H such that P (p1 , e) belongs
to a support of G from FilteredPol .
Evidence acquisition. The context is cumulative as well, that is,
S facts are never
removed from the context.8 Formally, Ctx (p, t) := Ctx (p, t−1)∪ {C | hp1 , p, C, ti ∈
H}.
7
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In a real system, pending rules may not always be simply accumulated: they may
be eliminated when the corresponding negotiations terminate or a timeout occurs.
For the sake of simplicity we make this conceptual simplification.
This is again a conceptual simplification: in real systems the elements of a context
are first cryptographically verified, and—as a consequence—some may be discarded
and thus removed from the set of facts in the context; moreover, context elements
may be eliminated when the corresponding credential expires.

Execution Safety. Exe(p, t) is the set of all actions that are executed as a result
of a pending rule’s successful evaluation. Formally, Exe(p, t) is the set of all
actions a such that for some R = (ON e IF G DO a1 , . . . , an ) in Pending(p, t), the
following two conditions hold
1. Pol (p) ∪ Ctx (p, t) |= G
2. Pol (p) ∪ Ctx (p, t) |= allow (execute(a)).
All other reactive rules remain pending. Accordingly, Pending(p, t + 1) is the
multiset of all rules of Pending(p, t) such that either G or allow (execute(a)) is
not a logical consequence of Pol (p) ∪ Ctx (p, t).
Call Safeness. As it has been stated before, the peer responsible for providing a
state predicate has to be instantiated (grounded) in some argument of the atom.
For defining this formally, we introduce call safeness as follows.
A call typing is a mapping τ : Pred → ℘(N) that associates each predicate
symbol p to a set of argument indexes. Intuitively, if τ (p) = {1, 3} then the first
and third argument are going to be ground in each call to p. We require that
τ (credential) = τ (declaration) = {1} .
We extend τ to atoms in the natural way: If τ (p) = {i1 , . . . , ik } then for all
atoms A = p(t1 , . . . , tn ) let τ (A) = {ti1 , . . . , tik } .
An implication rule R with head A is call safe iff for all atoms B occurring
in the body of R and for all variables X occurring in B, X ∈ τ (B) implies
X ∈ τ (A) .
Moreover, a goal G is call safe iff for all atoms A occurring in G, τ (A) is
ground.
Proposition 1. If a goal G is call safe, then all of its supports from a call safe
program are call safe, too. In particular, the first arguments of all credential
and declaration predicates in the support are ground.
A reactive rule ON e IF G DO a is call safe iff for all atoms B occurring in G
and for all variables X ∈ τ (B), X occurs in e.
This guarantees that the most general unifier of e and the occurred event
makes G call safe and, consequently, all credential and declaration predicates
in G are associated to specific agents. This condition ensures that at any stage
during a negotiation, the receivers of request messages are determined.

3

Implementation

In this section we describe how the approach of reactive policies has been successfully used to provide advanced privacy control for the Social Network and
communication tool Skype. Our policy framework allows to enforce policies on
Skype such as the one given in Figure 1: calls, notifications, and chat messages
are either accepted or initiated only if certain conditions are fulfilled.

Example policies and features exploited. The following example policies
show how the features presented in the previous sections are exploited for our
scenario. (A) Notifications about on line status changes are only shown for specific persons, who may be tagged as family members on some Social Platform.
(B) Or such notifications are shown if people change the status who can prove
that they belong to a certain company by disclosing a company member credential. (C) Chat messages may only be accepted if the local computer is not
in presentation mode. (D) Another way of controlling incoming messages is to
require the sender to provide a password before the message shows up.
The use of external Social Semantic Web data is exploited in Example A
(retrieve person tags from Social Platforms). Example B requires credential exchange and trust negotiation to ensure a policy aware disclosure of company
credentials. Example C integrates external information from the local client into
the policy decision process and Example D exploits the declaration predicate for
automatically retrieving a password. The policy rule from example D looks as
follows:
ON chatArrives(Time, Chat, Sender)
IF declaration(Sender, password = A),

(6)

not (A =0 let me in0 )
DO reject(Chat).

Those examples fit the scenario of Skype, however, our framework plugged
into other systems offers other potentials as mentioned in Section 1, such as the
automated rebooking of flights according to user preferences and time schedule
(e.g., retrieved from a PIM9 ) [4].
Architecture. We implemented our framework on top of the policy engine
Protune 10 . We further developed a Skype plugin that (1) observes events from
Skype and passes them to the policy engine, (2) uses the Skype-inherent application channel11 for transferring negotiation messages and (3) performs actions in Skype, such as cancelling a call, changing the mood message, or sending a chat message. The result was a tool called SPoX (Skype Policy Extension) [22], a reactive policy engine that is influencing the behaviour of a
Skype client. For more details about this tool we refer the reader to [22] and
to www.L3S.de/∼kaerger/SPoX, due to space restrictions we will focus in this
section on some particular features of this tool directly related to the interplay
of reactivity and negotiation handling.
Credentials and declarations. In SPoX, the concept of declarations is used
to link users across different Social Web platforms. One can state, for example,
that only Flickr friends are allowed to call. In order to find out if a caller is a
9
10
11

Personal Information Manager (e.g., Outlook)
www.L3S.de/protune
This channel is typically used for game information,
see http://skype.easybits.com/.

Flickr friend, a state predicate f lickrN ame(P eer, N ame) is used that, according
to the semantics definition (see Lemma 1), leads to a request to the call initiator.
The SPoX client on the caller’s peer will receive the request for the declaration
and, if provided by the caller, will send back the instantiated fact thus disclosing
her Flickr name. Of course, disclosing the Flickr name can again be protected
by a policy and would lead to a multistep negotiation. It has to be noted that
for such a declaration there is no easy way to verify if a requester’s Flickr name
is actually the one provided. However, there are technologies such as OpenID
that provide solutions in this case. Digitally signed credentials can be used used
as well in SPoX as strong authentication in a similar way. Those credentials are
as well transferred using the Skype application channel, e.g., for proving that
someone is a student (see the example in Figure 1).
The Social Web as negotiation context. As described in Section 2.2, external sources can be easily integrated in the reasoning process and the gathered
facts become part of the context as soon as they are required to make a goal
true. In SPoX we exploited this concept for integrating arbitrary external Social Web sources into the negotiation process, such as DBLP (in order to prove
co-authorship relations), FOAF, Twitter (to prove if someone is following me),
Flickr, and Skype (e.g., prove if somebody is a contact or blocked). Also an
extension for gathering social data from any OpenSocial12 platform has been
recently added (cf. [24]).
In conclusion, a combination of reactive behaviour description, Semantic Web
data and trust negotiation, as it is needed for an advanced policy control in
Skype, is provided by our interplay of triggering events and negotiation message
exchange. Our formal model ensures that any action taken in Skype fulfills the
given policies, either by adding facts gathered from the Semantic Web to the
negotiation state or by exchanging evidences thus mutually and automatically
establishing trust among Skype peers.

4

Related Work

The concept of reactive Semantic Web policies touches two research areas: advanced policy reasoning and trust management on the one side and reactive rules
on the Web on the other. In the following, we will detail related approaches from
both areas separately. As a third category, we compare our approach to general
policy languages that support a certain notion of reactivity.
Reactivity on the Web. Adding declarative, reactive rules to enrich systems
with reactivity features has been extensively studied in the 90s in the area of
database systems, with the introduction of Active Databases [32]. Later, in order
to specify the reactive behavior of Semantic Web agents, the concept of Reactivity on the (Semantic) Web has been introduced in several publications [19, 27, 26,
5]. Several frameworks have been developed for reactive rules on the Semantic
12
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Web, e.g., r3 [2] and MARS [9]. Although these approaches share our strategy to
provide reasoners for reactive rules, a general difference is that the present work
adds a level of trust on top of reactive rule reasoning by an explicit handling of
credentials, interactions among agents, contextual disclosure of information and
the exchange of policies and evidences.
Semantic Web policies Among the most prominent Semantic Web policy languages there are KAoS [16], Rei [20], and Protune [12]. These policy languages
allow for automated reasoning in order to enforce a policy and, with most of
them, policies can also be exchanged between entities [7, 10, 12, 17] which is essential for automated agent interaction and negotiations on the Semantic Web.
Therefore, they are typically based on languages with well-defined semantics and
interoperable formats; that is in most of the cases description logics (e.g., KAoS
and Rei) or rule-based semantics (e.g., Cassandra [7], Peertrust, and Protune).13
However, the semantics of current Semantic Web policy languages is restricted
to definitions of the conditions to be fulfilled in order to make a decision. In contrast, the present approach combines handling of general events and triggering
of reactions with trust negotiation and credential exchange.
Policies and reactivity There are other policy languages that do not appear
in the realm of the Semantic Web and some of them support a certain level
of reactivity. Ponder [15] (and its successor Ponder2 [31]) is a policy language
for pervasive systems that supports—beyond classical authorization policies—
reactive obligation policies. Those obligation policies are specifically used to
trigger internal auditing if a security violation happens and are not meant to react to external events. Ponder does also not feature agent interaction and misses
a well-defined semantics. Contrarily, PDL (Policy Description Language) [25] is
a policy language based on ECA rules that provides a well-defined semantics.
PDL, similar to Ponder, does not feature agent interaction or other trust establishing techniques. It further restricts actions to contain only constants and
thus does not allow for variable bindings crossing events, condition, and action
expressions.

5

Conclusions

Reactive Semantic Web policies combine the features of reactive behaviour control on the Web with the trust and security features of advanced policies. Automatically guiding a system’s behaviour on the Semantic Web does not only need
an advanced reactive rules reasoner incorporating arbitrary, heterogeneous data
sources, it also needs to consider the upper most layers in the Semantic Web
stack: obeying as well as enforcing Semantic Web policies, automated agreement
with other systems and trusted interactions with Semantic Web agents. In this
paper, we describe a policy language that allows to define reactive behaviour
13

For a more comprehensive overview and comparison of policy languages we refer the
reader to [14].

control in a declarative way and that features advanced trust negotiation based
on exchanges of evidences and policies. We gave a formal definition of our language’s semantics and defined how the exchange of information may lead to an
establishing of trust. We successfully exploited our approach to enforce reactive
Semantic Web policies in the Social Network and communication tool Skype.
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